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Canon EOS-1D X, firmware 1.06

LINK (https://www.nexthardware.com/videographia/news/reflex/319/canon-eos-1d-x-firmware-
106.htm)

Canon rilascia il nuovo firmware 1.06 per la reflex professionale 1D X

Appena rilasciato il firmware v1.06 per il corpo macchina reflex professionale Canon EOS-1D X.

Di seguito, la lista completa dei fix; al link in calce, la pagina ufficiale per il download multi-piattaforma.

Firmware Version 1.0.6 incorporates the following fixes:

1. Fixes a phenomenon in which the AF Microadjustment cannot be correctly carried out.

2. Fixes a phenomenon such that when using the camera with combinations of certain lens*1) and
extender*2), the images captured become back-focused.

↔ *1) EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM or EF200mm f/2L IS USM

↔ When used with

↔ *2) Extender EF 1.4x III or Extender EF 2x III

3. Fixes a phenomenon in which, when the camera is powered on in very dark environments (including
instances when the lens cap or the body cap is attached), Error 80 appears on the camera.

4. Fixes the following phenomenon: if two CF cards are inserted into the camera and the "Standard" or
"Auto switch card" setting is selected for the recording method for [Record func+card/folder sel.], and
then one of the CF cards is removed and then reinserted into the card slot, the card selected for
recording and playing back images may be switched to the other CF Card.

5. Fixes a phenomenon in which the AF microadjustment value is not correctly displayed in the EXIF
information of the images captured.

6. Displays a "O" or "X" result to indicate whether images have been successfully transferred through
the FTP protocol when using the WFT-E6 Wireless File Transmitter.

Firmware Version 1.0.6 is for cameras with firmware up to Version 1.0.3. If the camera's firmware is
already Version 1.0.6, it is not necessary to update the firmware.

* The firmware update takes approximately seven minutes.

Q&A Section:

Preparations for the Firmware Update:

Windows

After the downloaded compressed file (.zip) is extracted, a firmware folder is created.

*Extracting the downloaded file:

Right-click the zip file, and then select Extract All to extract the file. The extracted folder contains the
firmware (file name: 1DX00106.FIR / file size: 32,988,060 bytes) and instructions on the firmware update
procedures (a PDF file in five languages: Japanese, English, French, Spanish, and Simplified Chinese).
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Before starting the firmware update operations, please confirm the contents of the download, and
carefully read through the firmware update procedures.
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